FISHING REGULATIONS FOR LAKE BUCKHORN

CHANNEL CATFISH LIMIT ************************** 3 per membership, per day
WALLEYE LIMIT ****************************** 2 per membership, per day, 17” & over
ALL WALLEYE under 17” MUST BE RETURNED TO THE LAKE
BASS LIMIT ****************************** 3 per membership, per day, under 15” – minimum of 12”
1 per membership, per day, over 18”
ALL BASS over 15” & under 18” MUST BE RETURNED TO THE LAKE
SMALL MOUTH BASS ************ ALL SMALL MOUTH BASS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE LAKE
WIPER BASS ************************** NO LIMIT
CRAPPIE ******************************* 12 per membership, per day, 10” & over
PERCH ******************************* 12 per membership, per day, 10” & over
BLUEGILL ******************************* 12 per membership, per day, no size limit
CARP & CATFISH ***** No limit on size or number – PLEASE REMOVE ALL THAT ARE CAUGHT
BAG LIMITS: Per membership - per day – may not exceed a total of 30 FISH FROM ALL SPECIES

EXCLUDING: WIPER, CARP & CATFISH

NOTE: Legal size fish may not be returned to the water unless done immediately after removing from the hook. Fish may not be returned from bag or stringer to replace with a larger catch

IMPORTANT: Any member found in violation of the above will be fined

FIRST OFFENSE ******* $50.00 FINE
SECOND OFFENSE **********$50.00 FINE PLUS $50.00 PER ILLEGAL FISH UP TO $1,000.00
THIRD OFFENSE ******************BARED FROM THE USE OF THE LAKE

NOTE: Lake Security Patrol & Lake Patrol will be checking boats & shore fishermen at random to ensure catches are within limits

> > > > > > > > > > > SEPARATE & PUT THIS COPY IN YOUR TACKLE BOX > > > > > > > > > > >
PIKE ***************************** ALL Pike must be returned to the lake
WALLEYE ************************** 2 per membership per day, 17” & over
LARGE MOUTH BASS **************************** 3 per membership per day, 12” – 15”
LARGE MOUTH BASS **************************** 1 per membership per day, over 18”
**** ALL LARGE MOUTH BASS**** over 15” & under 18” must be returned to the lake
SMALL MOUTH BASS **************************** ALL Small Mouth Bass must be returned to the lake
WIPER BASS **************************** NO LIMIT
CRAPPIE **************************** 12 per membership per day 10” or over
PERCH **************************** 12 per membership per day 10” or over
BLUEGILL **************************** 12 per membership NO SIZE LIMIT
WIPER, CARP & CATFISH **************************** NO LIMIT ON SIZE OR NUMBER

BAG LIMIT **************************** Per membership per day MAY NOT exceed a total of 30 FISH from ALL SPECIES

EXCLUDING WIPER, CATFISH & CARP

MEMBER OR SPOUSE ONLY may keep limits of fish.
Please note limits are per membership, NOT PER PERSON
GUESTS ARE NOT PERMITTED TO KEEP ANY FISH CAUGHT

NO CULLING OF FISH
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